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Abstract.

The rule-based paradigm for knowledge representation appears in many disguises within computer science. In this paper we address
special issues which arise when the rule-based programming paradigm
is employed in the development of reactive systems. We begin by presenting a rule-based language RL which has emerged while developing
intelligent cruise control systems. We de ne a desired declarative semantics and correctness criteria for rule-based programs which respect
causality, synchrony assumption and desired determinism. Two alternative approaches are proposed to analyze RL programs. Both approaches
build upon static checks of a rule-based program. In the rst approach
we accept programs which are correct with respect to a constructive semantics while in the second approach, a strati cation check is imposed.
The combination of rules and reactive behaviour, together with a formal
analysis of this behaviour is the main contribution of our work.

1 Overview
The rule-based paradigm for knowledge representation appears in many disguises within computer science. Language issues related to this paradigm appear
in production systems [3], parallel program design (e.g. Unity [2]), default reasoning within AI [9], logic programming [1], rewriting [7], active and deductive
databases [4], and logics for action and change [15].
Our work combines results from the three areas of rule-based knowledge representation, reactive systems [11, 6], and programming language semantics. The
combination of rules and reactive behaviour, together with a formal analysis of
this behaviour is thus the main contribution of our work. Di erent approaches
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for speci cation of real-time and reactive systems range over automata-based,
temporal logics, Petri nets, action systems, and process algebras. In our view a
rule-based language with a formal semantics shares the bene ts of these speci cation languages. In addition, it has a special appeal: it mimics the natural mode
of reasoning by humans in many applications. Therefore, it can be considered as
a powerful tool for capturing expert knowledge and formally analyzing it. Moreover, rules can be executed and can therefore be seen as both a speci cation and
a programming language.
The synchronous family of high-level programming languages [5] for real-time
systems (Lustre, Esterel, Signal) share the above characteristic. They too can
be used both for capturing high level design and as executable code. Though
very di erent in syntax and style of programming, adding reactiveness to our
rules leads to formal semantics which is reminiscent of a couple of the proposed
semantics for Statecharts [14], and Esterel [13].

2 Rules and Reactiveness
A reactive rule-based system (illustrated in Figure 1) is a system that reacts
to the changes of its environment continuously [12]. Such a system is composed
of three entities called state , rules, and inference engine . The state consists
of slots : state variables, with associated pairs of values indicating the previous
and the current value of the slot, respectively. During a period when no changes
happen (equilibrium period, EP), the two values of a slot are identical. At a point
when there is a change (a stimulus comes from the environment), the current
value of some slot becomes updated. We call such a moment an asynchronous
computational point (ACP). At each ACP, the stimulus triggers one or more
rules, producing new changes in the slots, which in turn trigger other rules,
and so on. This is continued until no changes are possible, i.e. a steady state is
reached. Then the system starts "resting" in its new EP, awaiting new stimuli.
The inference engine is in charge of the computations at the ACPs.
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Fig. 1. A reactive rule-based system.

The rule language RL (syntax can be found in the appendix) is developed to
express responses of the system at each ACP. The language has been successfully
used for developing a reactive application: a driver-support system [10].
The rules in an RL program have an event-condition-action form, e.g.:
WHEN A *= a IF (B *= b AND NOT E |= e) THEN D := d;

read as \When A changes to a then if B changes simultaneously to b and E has
not been e then D obtains value d". The WHEN part: A *= a is called the trigger
part of the rule, the IF part: (B *= b AND NOT E |= e) is called the condition
part of the rule, and the THEN part D := d is called the assignment part of the
rule. The trigger part and the condition part together are called the precondition
of the rule. The characteristics of this language are:
{ The meaning of a reactive program is independent of the ordering of the
rules (in case of larger systems rule ordering is a cumbersome and error-prone
process; the semantics of such programs is unclear and easy to distort). In
our approach a program can be enhanced by simply adding new rules to the
existing rule base;
{ The language assumes nite domains for variables (c.f. datalog) allowing a
nite model;
{ The language allows the logical operations, negation and conjunction;
{ The language allows for taking account of concurrent events (in the example
rule events A *= a and B *= b occur simultaneously);
{ The language models time ow without introducing metric time (E |= e
checks if \E has had value e before", while E *= e checks if \E has changed
to value e");
A rule responds to external stimuli at a given state by checking whether
the rule is enabled at the current state, and ring the rule (performing the
assignments) if so is the case.
A stimulus to a system, denoted as I , is a set of changes which are (slot,
value) pairs. A state of a rule-based system is a pair (S; C ) where S contains
the values of all the variables (slots), and C contains the set of changes. We use
Sx to denote the value of x in the latest EP. During an EP, S is the same and
C = ;. At an ACP, S is the same as S in the previous EP and C contains the
changes occurring at this ACP including the external stimuli and the changes
derived as the result of the assignments of the enabled rules.
A rule r being enabled at a state (S; C ) is denoted by (S; C ) ` r. A rule r
being not enabled at a state (S; C ) is denoted by (S; C ) 6` r. To check whether
(S; C ) ` r, we only need to check if all the primitive preconditions of rule r
are satis ed at (S; C ). By primitive precondition, we mean positive condition
including X |= v (was), X *= v (changes to), or negative condition including
NOT X |= v (was not), NOT X *= v (does not change to). The trigger part of
a rule contains only one primitive condition X *= v , while the condition part
of a rule can be a conjunction of primitive conditions. We de ne ` for rules by
rst de ning ` for primitive conditions of rules, here delimited by [ ].

{ (S; C ) ` [x|=v] i Sx = v;
{ (S; C ) ` [x*=v] i Sx 6= v and hx; vi 2 C ;
{ negation (NOT) and conjunction (AND) are interpreted as standard logical
connectives. That is:
 (S; C ) ` [ NOT p] where p is any positive primitive i not (S; C ) ` p.
 (S; C ) ` [p1 AND p2 ] where p1 and p2 are primitive preconditions i
(S; C ) ` p1 and (S; C ) ` p2 .
{ (S; C ) 6` r i not (S; C ) ` r.

Let's look at a simple example. Suppose x, y, and z are the three slots of the
system. Let Sx = 0, Sy = 0, Sz = 0 and C = I = fhx; 1ig. Program P1 contains
only one rule r1:
r1:

WHEN x *= 1 IF y |= 0 THEN z := 1;

r2:

WHEN z *= 1 IF y |= 0 THEN y := 1;

Rule r1 is enabled at (S; C ) since hx; 1i 2 C and Sy = 0. The e ect of ring this
rule is to assign 1 to z . Therefore, the set of changes becomes C 1 = fhx; 1i; hz; 1ig.
Let's consider another program P2 containing only r2 with the same (S; C ):
Rule r2 is not enabled at (S; C ) since hz; 1i 62 C . Therefore, the set of changes
is still fhx; 1ig.
If an RL program contains several rules, then the response of the system at
each ACP may no longer be only one (or zero) ring of rule. There could be
several rule rings some of which are caused by others.

3 Synchrony Assumption and Causality
One might ask why the responses only occur at ACPs. The fundamental assumption taken here is the synchrony assumption: each response is assumed to
be synchronous with the e ects it causes. This assumption is realistic if the responses of the system are fast enough so that the environment does not change
during the responses (which should be checked in practice). The e ects of the
execution of one component are instantly broadcast to all the other components
of the system. Therefore, all the components of the system have the same view
of the system state.
The smallest component of an RL program is one single rule. If several rules
get red at the same ACP, then all the rule rings are considered to occur at
the same time. We don't care how the rule rings are done step by step if only
synchrony requirement is considered. What is interesting is only the result of the
response. The result of a response at (S; I ) is a stable state (S; C 0 ) and a set of
red rules Rf where:
{ C 0 is the result of ring all the rules in Rf at the given initial state (S; I ).
Let Ar denote the assignments of rule r. Then
[
C0 =
Ar [ I:
r2Rf

(S; C 0 ) is seen as the state after the response.
{ Rf is the maximal set of rules that are enabled at state (S; C 0 ). First, all the
rules in Rf are enabled at (S; C 0 ). Second, no other rules not belonging to
Rf are enabled at (S; C 0 ).
However, we would like to retain causality which is a very important property
for a reasoning system. The principle of causality requires that any change issued
should have a sequence of (enabled) rule rings leading to it. The following example shows a causal reasoning. By composing earlier programs P1 and P2, we get a
new program P3 which contains two rules: r1 and r2. One can infer that both r1
and r2 are red and the new set of changes becomes C 3 = fhx; 1i; hy; 1i; hz; 1ig.
The reasoning is simple. Since r1 is enabled at (S; I ), r1 is red and the e ect:
the change hz; 1i is instantaneously broadcast. The system state becomes (S; C 1)
where C 1 = fhx; 1i; hz; 1ig. Since r2 is enabled at (S; C 1), r2 is also red and
results in the nal set of changes C 3.
For the above example, C 0 = C 3 and Rf = fr1; r2g. The synchrony requirement is also satis ed since C 3 = I [Ar1 [Ar2 , and r1 and r2 are the only rules
enabled at (S; C 3).
However, not all the responses respect both synchrony hypothesis and the
principle of causality. Let's look at two examples.
Given S where Sx = 0; Sy = 0; Sz = 0, I = fhy; 1ig and a program with two
rules r3 and r4, what are the nal state and the red rule set?
r3: WHEN x *= 1 IF y |= 0 THEN z := 1;
r4: WHEN z *= 1 IF y |= 0 THEN x := 1;

There are two solutions which satisfy the synchrony requirement. One is C 0 = I
and Rf = ;. The other is C 0 = fhy; 1i; hx; 1i; hz; 1ig and Rf = fr3; r4g. The
problem with the second solution is that without the ring of r4, r3 can not get
red. The same is for r4: without the ring of r3, r4 can not get red. The result
is self-triggered. Or, in other words, it is not causal since we can not generate
this nal result via a causal sequence of rule rings.
The above example shows that not all the responses satisfying synchrony
requirement are causal. Next, we show that not all the causal responses satisfy
the synchrony requirement either.
Suppose (S; I ) be Sx = 0; Sy = 0; Sz = 0, I = fhy; 1ig, and a program be as
follows.
r5: WHEN y *= 1 IF NOT x *= 1 THEN z := 1;
r6: WHEN y *= 1 IF x |= 0 THEN x := 1;

A causal rule ring sequence is r5 followed by r6 which results in
C 0 = fhy; 1i; hx; 1i; hz; 1ig. The problem is that r5 is not enabled at (S; C 0 ) which
violates the synchrony requirement.

4 Other Requirements
As we deal with variables, one important requirement is not to assign di erent
values to the same variable at the same ACP. Another requirement is that there

should be only one nal result at each ACP. This requirement is understood as
observable determinism.
Next, we provide a desired semantics de nition for a response which respects
the synchrony hypothesis, the principle of causality and the above requirements.

5 Declarative Semantics
De nition 1. Suppose R is the set of rules of a program P . The declarative
response of the program P in a state (S; I ) is any sequence of rings

0 1 : : :
such that
{ 0 = (C0 ; R0f )=(I; ;),
{ i+1 = (Ci+1 ; Rif+1 )

8 (C [ A ; Rf [ fr g) where r 2 R=frjr 2 R n Rf ^ (S; C ) ` rg
< i r i f
i
f
i
=:
if R 6= ;
i
if R = ;
f
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In the de nition, each ring (i ) contains a set of changes (Ci ) and a set of red
rules (Rif ).
It can be proved that a declarative response has always a nite length [8].
De nition 2. Let R be the rule set in a program P . Let a declarative response of
the program in a state (S; ;) to a stimulus I be 0 1 : : : m . Let m = (Cm ; Rf )
and Rf = fr1 ; r2 ; : : : ; rm g: The declarative response is correct if and only if
{ the response is rule-consistent:
8r(r 2 Rf ! (S; Cm ) ` r)
that is, none of the rules red in this response will become disabled after the
nal ring;
{ the response is slot-consistent:
8x(hx; v1 i 2 Cm ^ hx; v2 i 2 Cm ! v1 = v2 )
that is, no slot can have more than one change of value in this response;
{ the response is unambiguous: for any other declarative response 0 10 : : : k0
with k0 = (Ck0 ; R0f ) that is both rule-consistent and slot-consistent, we have
Ck0 = Cm .
2
A correct response is the desired response. This semantics is referred to as
declarative semantics. An RL program is correct if and only if it has a correct
response for any possible combination of state and stimuli. Two natural questions
arise:

{ Can we construct an operational semantics to implement the desired declarative semantics?
{ Can we identify the ill-behaved programs during compile time without having to generate all the responses for each state-and-stimulus combination?
We will devote the next two sections to answering the above questions.

6 Constructive Semantics
6.1 The semantics

Constructive semantics is an application of the three-valued-logic approach to
non-monotonic reasoning in the setting of reactive systems. It also resembles
the recently proposed semantics for pure Esterel [13]. The main di erences are
in the structure of programs (rule-based in our case, imperative in the case of
Esterel), and the means of communication (change in slot values in our case, pure
signals/events in Esterel). In what follows we present the constructive semantics.
The constructive semantics needs not only positive information about the
changes of the system, but also negative information about the lack of changes.
In constructive semantics, we deal with extended system state (S; Z ) where S
records the values of the slots before the ACP and Z contains a set of annotated
changes where each (slot, value) pair has a annotation indicating the status of
this change. The status is an element from the set f+; ,; ?g. + is read as positive,
and hx; vi+ means that hx; vi does occur in this ACP; , is read as negative,
and hx; vi, means that the change hx; vi can not possibly occur in this ACP; ?
is read as Unknown, and hx; vi? means that the change of x to v is not present
yet at this point of the computation, but it is not sure whether it will take place
later.
The result of evaluation of a rule is one of the following: True, False or Unknown instead of only True or False as in 2-valued logic. The evaluation evaluates
a rule to be Unknown if it is not known whether the rule will evaluate to true or
false after this response. More speci cally, a primitive condition (NOT x *= v)
is evaluated to be True at a state (S; C ) if hx; vi does not belong to C when reasoning under 2-valued logic, but Unknown in the case of constructive semantics
if hx; vi is not explicitly marked with unchangeable status (positive or negative).
The ordering between the status annotations is
= f(?; ,); (?; +); (?; ?); (,; ,); (+; +)g:
Let Z; Z 0 be two sets of annotated changes. Z is less informative than Z 0 , denoted
Z  Z 0 if and only if
(8hx; via 2 Z )(9a0 )(hx; via 2 Z 0 ^ a  a0 ):
Given C , C + is de ned as the extension of C where:
C + =fhx; vi+ j hx; vi 2 C g [ fhx; v0 i, j hx; vi 2 C ^ v0 6= vg [
[ fhx; vi? j 8v0 hx; v0 i 62 C g
0

Symmetrically, given Z , Z , is de ned as the reduction of Z where:

Z ,=fhx; vi j hx; vi+ 2 Z g:
A rule being 3-enabled at an extended state (S; Z ) is denoted by (S; Z ) `3 r.
A rule being 3-non-enabled at an extended state (S; Z ) is denoted by (S; Z ) 6`3 r.
(S; Z ) `3 r if and only if all the primitive preconditions are evaluated to be
True at (S; Z ). (S; Z ) 6`3 r if and only if one of the primitive precondition is
evaluated to be False at (S; Z ). The evaluation of a primitive condition p at a
given extended state (S; Z ) is shown as follows:

{ [x|=v] is True if Sx = v;
[x|=v] is False if Sx =
6 v;
{ [x*=v] is True if hx; vi+ 2 Z and Sx 6= v;
[x*=v] is False if hx; vi, 2 Z or Sx = v;
{ [NOT p] is True if p is False; [NOT p] is False if p is True;
{ With the exception of [True], all other primitive conditions are evaluated to
Unknown.

It should be observed that there are intermediate cases when neither (S; Z ) `3
r nor (S; Z ) 6`3 r is true.
The negative changes are derived by function never. Function never works
iteratively. At each iteration, a negative change is added into the set of annotated
changes. The change added has one of the following characteristics:

{ No rule in the program can issue such change.
{ All the rules that can issue such change are 3-non-enabled at the current
extended state.

When we say adding negative changes or positive changes, we mean updating
the annotation of the (slot, value) pair in the set of annotated changes. This is
done by update function. The annotation can only be changed from ? to +
or ,. An attempt to change the status from + to , or vice versa indicates a
symptom of slot-inconsistency. When such situation occurs, the set of annotated
changes returned is an empty set to indicate failure. The formal de nition for
never and update can be found in [8].
We are now in a position to de ne an operational semantics.

De nition 3. Given a program P with a rule set R, an initial system state
(S; ;), and a stimulus I , the constructive response of the program is a sequence
0 1:::

such that

{

0 = (Z0 ; ;), where Z0 = never(S; I + ; R);

{

f
i+1 = (Zi+1 ; Ri+1 )

8> f
; Ri )
if Zi = ;;
>< ((;never
f [ fr g) if Z 6= ; and
(
S;
update(Zi ; A+
))
;
R
)
;
R
f
i
r
i
=>
r
2
Ri 6= ;;
f
>: (Z ; Rf )
if R = ;;
f

i

i

i

where Ri = frjr 2 R n Rif ^ (S; Zi ) `3 rg.
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As we can see, if there exists an un red rule 3-enabled in the current state,
and no slot-inconsistency occurred in the update of the previous step (Zi 6= ;),
then the current set of annotated changes Zi is updated with positive changes,
and negative changes. The positive changes come either from the external stimulus (step 0) or from the assignments of the selected rule that is 3-enabled at
the current extended state (subsequent steps). The negative changes derived by
never function are those potential negative changes that could be deduced from
the current state. If there is no un red rule 3-enabled by the current state, then
the procedure returns the same tuple as in the previous step. Finally, if the state
indicates the occurrence of slot-inconsistency (Zi = ;), the procedure returns
the empty set as the new set of annotated changes.
We say that the constructive response terminates at Zm if and only if (Zm =
; and Zm,1 6= Zm )or (Rm = ; and Rm,1 6= ;), that is, a slot-inconsistency
occurs or there is no rule to be selected.
A terminating constructive response is accepted if and only if it terminates at
Zm and Zm 6= ; and (8hx; via 2 Zm )(a 6= ?). That is, an accepted constructive
response terminates normally, meaning that no slot-inconsistency occurs (Zm 6=
;), and the set of annotated changes of its nal state is complete, meaning that
no change in Zm is marked with ?.

6.2 Properties
It can be proved that given a program P and (S; I ), all the constructive responses
reach the same nal set of annotated changes (the thereom can be found in [8]).
It can also be proved that any accepted constructive response yields a correct
declarative response. In order to prove this, we rst de ne a mapping from an
accepted constructive response to a sequence of rings and then prove that this
sequence is a construction of a declarative response (see [8]). Then, we prove
that this declarative response is a correct one (see theorem Soundness).

De nition 4. Letf CR = 0 1 : : : m be an accepted constructive response,
where i = hZi ; Ri i; 0  i  m. Then
map(

where i = (Zi, ; Rif ).

CR)=0 ; 1 ; : : : ; m ;

2

Theorem Soundness If DR =

map(CR) is a declarative response obtained
from an accepted constructive response CR, then DR is correct.
2

The proof can be found in [8].
The static checker performs an exhaustive check of acceptability of the responses for all possible states and stimuli. It can be easily proved that that all
the programs passing the constructive check procedure are correct ones with
respect to the desired declarative semantics.

7 Strati ed Program
Strati ed program is a well-known notion in logic programming and deductive
databases. It was an early attempt to deal with dependencies between relations
in presence of negation. The xpoint computation along strata gives this class
of programs a natural semantics. We introduce the idea of strati cation into
reactive rule-based systems to achieve rule-consistency. An arbitrary declarative
response is not necessarily rule-consistent since a condition (NOT x *= v) of a
rule r can be disabled by ring other rules after r, which may generate hx; vi. By
ring rules in a strati ed order, this kind of situation can be avoided. Working
with strati ed rule sets has the following e ect: every time a rule which has
a condition part including negation over [s*=v] is tested for being enabled, we
can be sure that a rule with an assignment v to s has been red earlier in the
response (if it is included in the nal red rule set of this response at all).
Note, however, that the user needs not explicitly consider these dependencies when introducing rules. The support at compile time is supposed to check
whether such a strati cation exists. Given a program P and a pair hx; vi, the
de nition of hx; vi is the set of rules in whose assignment part hx; vi appears.
A strati ed rule-based program consists of a disjoint set of rules P = P 1 [
: : : [ P i [ : : : [ P k called strata . If a program is strati able, its strati cation is
constructed as follows:

{ If a positive pair [x*= v] appears in the trigger partSor condition part of a
rule from Pi , then its de nition is contained within ji Pj ;

{ If a negative pair [NOT x*=v] appears in Sthe condition part of a rule from

Pi , then its de nition is contained within j<i Pj .
For a given a strati ed correct program, the responses generated by such
operational semantics are correct if they are slot-consistent. Unfortunately, for a
strati ed program this operational semantics does not guarantee slot-consistency.
Strati cation simply provides a sucient condition for rule-consistency.

8 Summary
The technical results obtained in our research can be summarized as follows:

{ We have de ned a rule-based language RL that combines asynchronous in{
{
{
{
{
{

teraction with an environment with synchronous treatment of a response.
Time and concurrency are thus dealt with in a simple manner;
For this language we have de ned a declarative semantics which enables a
natural treatment of causality, atomicity, and desired determinism;
We have de ned a correctness criterion for reactive RL programs. A correct
program ensures termination of rule rings at each reaction, consistency of
the red rules and a unique reaction for each new set of stimuli to the system;
We have de ned and implemented constructive semantics, based on threevalued evaluation of rules, that guarantees the correct results of computations for correct programs;
We have developed and implemented a static procedure for checking the
correctness of programs;
We have proven soundness of the obtained results;
For strati ed programs we have developed the computational support which
guarantees correctness w.r.t. one particular consistency requirement.
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A Appendix: Syntax
The syntax for RL is de ned as follows.
De nition 5. A rule is a string
WHEN <rtrig > IF <rcond > THEN <rassign >
ful lling the requirements of the following grammar:

r
r

::= <slot-name> *= <slotval>
::= <ident>
::= <rcond> AND <rliteral >
| <rliteral >

rliteral >

::=

r

::=
::=
::=
::=

< trig >
<slotval>
< cond >
<

< assign >
<assignment-list>
<assignment>
<slot-name>

| TRUE
NOT < literal >
| <slot-name> *= <slotval>
| <slot-name> |= <slotval>
<assignment> | { <assignment-list> }
<assignment> | <assignment-list> , <assignment>
<slot-name> := <slotval>
<ident>

r

where <ident> denotes an identi er.

This article was processed using the LATEX macro package with LLNCS style
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